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A complex combination of cranberry and rare
black pea, with slight citrus and mango notes.

CRANBERRY MANGO

SCMG33 MCMG44 LCMG46

Dried orange rind with hints of nutmeg, ginger, and
clove make up this warm and spicy scent.

ORANGE + CLOVES

A heart warming blend of warm milk,
hazelnut and cardamom.

CARDAMOM + MILK

This candle embodies the rich aroma
of cinnamon bark and the spicy hint of clove.

CINNAMON BARK + CLOVE

A deodorizing candle. Contains the most effective
molecular odor neutralizer available today.

LAVENDER + CHAMOMILE

Memories of a freshly blooming lilac bush.
A remarkably realistic scent.

EUROPEAN LILAC

Earthy and bold with green cypress, fir
needles and patchouli.

MORINGA LEAVES + CYPRESS

REQUIRED CASE QUANTITIES 
(MIXED SCENTS ALLOWED)

Small:      cases of 24
Medium:  cases of 12
Large:      cases of 12

$6.50 $9.50  $12.50
MEDIUM  LARGESMALL

Warm and musky, powdery and slightly sweet. 
Like cashmere it is timeless and cozy.

CASHMERE DREAM

SOCV33 MOCV44 LOCV46

SCMLK33 MCMLK44 LCMLK46

SCBC33 MCBC44 LCBC46

SLVC33 MLVC44 LLVC46

SLIL33 MLIL44 LLIL46

SMLC33 MMLC44 LMLC46

SCDRM33 MCDRM44 LCDRM46

A clean, refreshing aroma composed of crisp
cucumber, fresh-cut summer honeydew and sweet
watermelon.

CUCUMBER MELON 

SCCM33 MCCM44 LCCM46

SMMT33 MMMT44 LMMT46

MANGO MAI TAI
A refreshing blend of island fruits layered on
jasmine, grapefruit and vetiver. An island Paradise.
 

EVERGREEN 
The fresh aroma of balsam fir needles, heartening
cedarwood and relaxing sandalwood fills the air.

SEG33 MEG44 LEG46



MVTW44 LVTW46

VIDEO DISPLAYER
This video displayer features an 8" LCD screen continuously playing a demonstration
video of the candles in action. A required item for anyone wanting to sell our unique
candles. Provided complimentary with initial orders of $1,000 or greater.

$50.00

MPUR44

Warm amber, hints of vanilla, nashi pear blossom,
lily of the valley and a hint of rose. A surprisingly
comfortable scent with just a touch of masculinity.

VINTAGE WOOD

White sands, sea spray and coastal grasses
with a splash of citron and notes of geranium, 
rose, jasmine and mint. A strong scent.

SEA GLASS

Gentle citrus notes along with peony, lavender 
and geranium all on a base of sandalwood and 
musk. A light and clean scent.

WHITE TEA + GINGER

A complex aroma of sweet tonka bean, smoked
wood and a bit of spice. Complex and classy.

SMOKEY TONKA BEAN

Fresh greens mixed with eucalyptus, green bamboo,
rose petals, lily and sweet wild violet.

SWEET VIOLET 

Indonesian vanilla bean with just a hint of tobacco
leaf makes this a uniquely warm and rich scent.

VANILLA + TOBACCO

$9.50  $12.50
MEDIUM  LARGE
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Persian saffron and creamy almond milk come
together with vanilla to create this exotic scent.

SAFFRON + ALMOND

MSGL44 LSGL46

MWTG44 LWTG46

MSTB44 LSTB46

MSVB44 LSVB46

MVAN44 LVAN46

MSFNA44 LSFNA46

It's hard to describe this scent other than to say it 
doesn't have any. Pure and clean.

PURE - UNSCENTED

LPUR46

Our peony is a romantic and powdery scent. 
One of the most beautiful floral aromas.

PEONY

SVTW33

$6.50
SMALL

SSGL33

SWTG33

SSTB33

SSVB33

SVAN33

SSFNA33

SPUR33

SPNY33 MPNY44 LPNY46



Large

Small

Medium

Size: 4" x 6"
Spiral Candle
burns for 3 hours
Wood wick candle
burns over 40 hours
MSRP $25.00
WHOLESALE $12.50

Size: 4" x 4"
Spiral Candle
burns for 2 hours
Wood wick candle
burns over 30 hours
MSRP $20.00
WHOLESALE $9.50

Size: 3" x 3"
Spiral Candle
burns for 1 hour
Wood wick candle
burns over 20 hours
MSRP $14.00
WHOLESALE $6.50

 
Afton Candle Inc 

1301 Gateway Circle, Suite 200
Hudson, WI 54016

office@aftoncandlecompany.com
 

Tel: (651) 300-7940
www.SpiralLightCandles.com

The Spiral Light Candles name, imagery and logo are
registered trademarks of Afton Candle Inc. 


